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Table 6.2. World Politics Instructions for Participants
Details

Get familiar

Read and assess opening scenario, adjust policy plans accordingly

Participate in interactions among
teams

Play the game of world politics: initiate, react, and promote the team’s goals, cope with
uncertainty and frustration, try out theories in actual negotiations, practice different tools
of foreign policy, use soft power, and engage in public diplomacy
of
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Political teams
Initiate diplomatic moves, participate in negotiations, serve as mediators, offer a peace
plan, sign agreements, or summarize disagreements in a formal concluding document
Grant economic, humanitarian, or military aid
Issue an ultimatum, declare a state of emergency or high alert, threaten to use military
force, or other forms of coercive diplomacy
Impose a blockade, move forces, order military buildups, or use other forms of nonviolent
measures
With consent by educator, announce the use of terror, hostage taking acts, reprisals, and
other limited violence short of war
Implement a public diplomacy campaign in the media: publish press releases, get interviewed, and react to media publications

Follow instructions
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Media teams
Set the agenda, gain exposure and rating, interact with political teams, publish products
during ongoing interactions, prepare for the breaking news session, and make sure to
lead the agenda and capture the attention of political teams during prime-time media
exposure in the simulation
Share and discuss communications and media publications with your team
Abide by simulation schedule and rules

formation dialogue to fit the new situation, and (5) define the appropriate media strategy and public diplomacy
campaign to affect the ways the media will set the simulation agenda.
The opening scenario builds upon the main simulation story line, embedded in the simulation topic and
the initial scenario published at the beginning of policy
formation discussions, so teams that followed instructions accurately all along, as detailed in chapters 4 and 5,
will be able to catch up with developments quickly, even
with the most surprising events. In essence, the first three
get-familiar tasks required of all participants are similar
to those detailed in chapter 5 on policy formation, but
now the challenge students face is considerably greater
because the opening scenario introduces a more drastic
change and, often, an acute crisis situation.
Adjustment of policy plans requires that teammates
reconsider previous decisions on content and ranking of
actor values, goals, and alternative moves, reassess policy
plans, and reevaluate the relevance and cost efficiency of
their opening initiative. Such adjustments by joint brainstorming provide gradual development of creativity and
critical thinking that will enable participants to represent
their teams accurately as they join the synchronous activities of world politics.

Participate in World Politics
To take an active part in world politics and promote the
team’s goals, all actors should (1) initiate discussions with
representatives of other teams and (2) react to comments,
arguments, and proposals. This means that each participant now performs as a political leader or media professional and leads in a specialized aspect of the scenario,
even as all teammates follow the cohesive plan their actor
had decided on earlier during policy formation.
Political teams should implement policy plans by using
a variety of foreign policy tools: (1) diplomatic ones including negotiation and mediation; (2) economic means
like aid or sanctions; (3) military tools of coercive diplomacy, (4) nonviolent military activity, or (5) violence,
short of war, which according to the simulation rules requires the consent of the educator; and (6) communicate
with media teams to brand their actor in the news agenda
and implement their public diplomacy campaign.
Media teams should (1) interact with political teams, (2)
report on salient events, (3) set the simulation agenda, (4)
gain attention, (5) compete with other media organs, and (6)
increase their rating, all through the world politics encounters and especially during the prime-time breaking news session. After you notify students about your plan to conduct

